How to Read Your Racecard
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3 BOBS WORTH (IRE) (262)
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The Not Afraid Partnership
NAVY BLUE, SCARLET stripe and cap.
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Barry Geraghty
Nicky Henderson, Lambourn
Mrs L. Eadie
Form:11/1321- C

B g Bob Back (USA) - Fashionista (IRE) (King’s Theatre (IRE))
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FORM GUIDE
3 BOBS WORTH (IRE) 11/1321- C Unbeaten novice hurdler who took time to find his feet over
fences, though completely different proposition when winning the RSA (from First Lieutenant) when
last seen. Could be top drawer.
Star Rating Official BHA Rating 160
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Colour Graphic
Saddlecloth Number
Owner
Horse
Country of origin if not GB (if applicable)
Days since last ran
Age
Weight
Jockey
Horse Colour: B - Bay, Br - Brown,
Ch - Chesnut, Gr - Grey, Ro - Roan
Sex: c - colt, g - gelding,
f - filly, m - mare, h - horse
Colour Description
Sire
Dam
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Dam Sire
Trainer
Breeder
Previous Performances
/=New Season, -=New Year, C=Course Winner,
CD=Course & Distance Winner, D=Distance
Winner, BF=Beaten Favourite (where applicable)
20. A Guide to the horse’s recent form
21. Star Ratings
Each horse has been given a star rating, these are defined below:
 Selected to win the race.
 Good chance of being placed.
 By no means out of the reckoning but at least one or
two hold stronger claims.
 Unlikely to win but not totally without hope.
 Can be given little or no chance.
22. Official BHA Rating

The BHA Handicappers allot ratings to horses once they have taken part in a sufficient number of races
to enable the Handicappers to make a numerical assessment of each horse’s ability.
The principal purpose of the ratings is to determine the weight to be carried by each runner in handicap
races, with the Handicappers aiming to provide each participant with an equal chance based on its best
recent form under its optimum conditions. A horse rated 100, for example, would be set to carry 1lb more
than a horse rated 99 (ignoring any penalties or allowances).
The ratings published in the racecard for handicap races are the ratings that were used to calculate the
weight to be carried by each horse, whilst in non-handicaps races the rating shown is that of each runner
at the time that the entries for the race were confirmed. Any subsequently published change to a rating,
either up or down, is shown in brackets following the rating.

HORSE WELFARE

The welfare of horse and jockey is our top priority. We do everything we can to minimise the chances of
horses incurring an injury. A team of veterinary surgeons is present at every meeting ensuring the safety
of the horse. It is our policy to erect green screens around any horse requiring veterinary attention. These
provide privacy and a calm environment for the vets and connections while the horse is attended to.

PRIZE MONEY

The Horserace Betting Levy Board Prize Money Scheme provides for the inclusion of £1,368,470 at this
racecourse in 2013.

